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Molecular Rearrangements of the Extracellular
Vestibule in NMDAR Channels during Gating

constriction. Residues forming these pore domains have
been identified (Kuner et al., 1996; Beck et al., 1999).
Based on the substituted cysteine accessibility method
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The extracellular vestibule of NMDAR channels is a

target of numerous open channel blockers. One suchSummary
class of blockers, the so-called “trapping” blockers, in-
cludes compounds having clinical significance, such asMany N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR) chan-

nel blockers that have therapeutic potential can be MK-801, ketamine, phencyclidine, aminoadamantanes,
and A-7, as well as small tetraalkylammonium com-trapped in the closed state. Using a combination of the

substituted cysteine accessibility method and open pounds and Mg2� (Huettner and Bean, 1988; MacDonald
et al., 1991; Blanpied et al., 1997; Chen and Lipton, 1997;channel blockers, we found that the M3 segment forms

the core of the extracellular vestibule, including a deep Sobolevsky et al., 1999; Sobolevsky and Yelshansky,
2000). When applied externally, trapping blockers entersite for trapping blockers. The M3 segment, as well

as more superficial parts of the extracellular vestibule, open NMDAR channels and bind to a “blocking site”
located deep within the pore. Occupancy of this site,undergo extensive remodeling during channel closure,

but do not define the activation gate, which is located however, does not prevent channel closure, and the block-
ing molecule becomes “trapped” in the pore in thedeeper in the pore. Rather, the pore walls lining the

extracellular vestibule constrict during channel clo- closed state. The interpretation of such a blocking
mechanism is that the blocking site is located deepersure. This movement is essential for coupling ligand

binding to activation gate opening and accounts for in the pore than the activation gate, placing the gate in
the outer part of the extracellular vestibule (Antonov etthe different mechanisms of open channel block, in-

cluding trapping. al., 1998; Sobolevsky et al., 1999).
In contrast, experiments using SCAM have suggested

that the activation gate in NMDAR channels is locatedIntroduction
deep in the pore, at the level of the N sites or deeper
(Beck et al., 1999). Indeed, all of the substituted cyste-The N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDAR), a repre-

sentative of the family of ionotropic glutamate receptors ines in the extracellular vestibule that were accessible
in the presence of glutamate, with a single exception,(GluRs), is critical to neuronal development and synaptic

plasticity and has been implicated in acute and chronic were also accessible in the absence of glutamate. Still,
while these results argue against an extracellular loca-cell death, including that associated with a variety of

neurological disorders (Dingledine et al., 1999). In the tion for the gate, their interpretation is not unambiguous
given that they are based on the use of high concentra-absence of glutamate, the ion channel associated with

NMDAR is in the closed or nonconducting state. Agonist tions of the membrane-permeable 2-aminoethyl MTS
(MTSEA).binding ultimately leads to a conformational change in

the protein that converts the ion channel to the open or To address this paradox in terms of the location of
the gate, we used SCAM in combination with channelconducting state and in some instances to the desensi-

tized state. The ligand binding domain of GluRs, includ- blockers to study the functional architecture of the
NMDAR channel’s extracellular vestibule. We find thating its crystal structure (Armstrong et al., 1998), as well

as determinants of NMDAR desensitization (Krupp et the voltage drop and binding of blockers occurs mostly
in the deep part of M3, near the narrow constriction,al., 1998; Villarroel et al., 1998), have been characterized.

However, the location and molecular composition of the while preM1 and M4 contribute to more external or shal-
lower parts of the vestibule. However, all three domainsactivation gate—the structure that occludes ion fluxes

in the closed state—and structures that transfer agonist are involved in gating-related movements but do not
constitute the activation gate. Rather, the pore wallsbinding to activation gate movement remain unknown.

Defining these issues is critical because the therapeutic in the extracellular vestibule constrict during channel
closure, and it is the associated narrowing of the water-potential of many NMDAR channel blockers is related

to gating (Parsons et al., 1998). filled pore that underlies trapping block.
The channel associated with the NMDAR, like all other

ion channels, consists of a water-filled pore divided into Results
intracellular and extracellular vestibules by a narrow

For our experiments, we coexpressed the NR1 and
NR2C subunits since NR1-NR2C channels show no ap-3 Correspondence: asobolevsky@notes2.cc.sunysb.edu
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assumed that the irreversible component reflected
chemical modification of substituted cysteines. For the
N sites (N593C in NR2C and N598C in NR1), we used
MTSET as the reagent because of the complex modifica-
tion kinetics of these channels by MTSEA (see Kuner et
al., 1996). For all other mutant channels, we used MTSEA
since it produced a much stronger effect on current
amplitudes than MTSET.

For all cysteine-substituted channels, changes in cur-
rent amplitudes with the MTS application were well fitted
by a single exponential function. We used the time con-
stant derived from these fits to estimate the apparent
second-order rate constant for chemical modification
in the presence of glutamate, k (Equation 2). Mean k
values are shown in Figure 2B. Consistent with previous
results (Beck et al., 1999), the rate constant for modifica-
tion by MTSEA in glutamate varied greatly from about
65 M�1s�1 for L544C to 1.2 � 105 M�1s�1 for N794C.
Such variations in the rate of reactivity for charged MTS
reagents may reflect differences in (1) the local electro-
static potential, (2) the degree of sulfhydryl group ioniza-
tion of the substituted cysteine, and/or (3) the steric
availability of the sulfhydryl group on the protein surface
(Karlin and Akabas, 1998).

Modification rates of the N sites by MTSET were veryFigure 1. Topology of a NMDAR Subunit
slow. The k value for N598C, 57 M�1s�1, was the slowest(A) Presumed membrane topology of the NMDAR subunits (NR1
when MTS reagents were applied in the presence ofand NR2). Hydrophobic segments M1, M3, and M4 are shown as

white boxes. The thick lines indicate regions proposed to form the glutamate. In part this may reflect the larger size of
extracellular vestibule as contributed by NR1 (Beck et al., 1999). MTSET compared to MTSEA especially since the N sites
The N site asparagine (shown in a closed box) (position 598 in are positioned at or near the channel’s narrow constric-
NR1 and 593 in NR2C) and the channel’s narrow constriction are

tion (Wollmuth et al., 1996).positioned at the tip of the M2 loop.
(B) Amino acid residues of the NR1 subunit within and around the
M1, M3, and M4 segments. Positions accessible to reaction with Voltage Drop in the Extracellular Vestibule Occurs
MTS reagents are highlighted in gray. In the present study, we Mainly within the M3 Segment
explored a subset of these exposed cysteines (boxes). The number- The N site asparagines are presumably positioned deep
ing is for the mature protein.

in the pore, but the relative positioning of extracellular
vestibule elements is unknown. To address this issue,
we measured the rate of reaction of MTS reagents with

parent desensitization (Krupp et al., 1996) and will there-
exposed cysteines in the presence of glutamate at differ-

fore exist either in the closed state (absence of gluta-
ent membrane voltages (Figure 3). Figure 3A illustrates

mate) or both in the closed and open states (presence
such recordings for the MTSEA-induced inhibition and

of glutamate). Figure 1 shows the domains proposed to
potentiation of currents for V626C and A635C, respec-

contribute to the extracellular vestibule (thick lines in
tively. For V626C, the modification rate became faster

Figure 1A) as well as corresponding exposed positions
with membrane hyperpolarization, whereas for A635C

(highlighted in gray in Figure 1B) for the NR1 subunit
it was independent of membrane voltage (Figure 3B). A

(Beck et al., 1999). We studied in detail only a subset
fit of the rate constant, expressed in a logarithmic form

(boxes) of these exposed positions, initially selecting
(� (RT/F) xLnk), with Equation 4 gives an estimation of

those that encompass domains, and then, in the case
the fraction of the transmembrane electric field, z�, that

of M3, selecting nearly all because of its central role in
the MTS reagent passes to reach the exposed cysteine.

forming the extracellular vestibule.
The z� values for all cysteine-substituted channels tested
are summarized in Figure 3C. The strongest voltage
dependence with z� around 0.6–0.7 was observed forModification Rate of Cysteine-Substituted NMDAR

Channels in the Presence of Glutamate the N sites and the two deepest positions in M3, V626,
and T630. Positions N632 and L633 in M3, and L544 inFigure 2A shows glutamate-activated currents recorded

in Xenopus oocytes expressing cysteine-substituted preM1 showed progressively weaker voltage depen-
dence. The reaction rates for all other positions wereNMDAR channels. The application of MTS reagents

(thick line) typically reduced current amplitudes (e.g., voltage independent.
The z� values are an estimate of the transmembraneF536C, T630C, and N794C in Figure 2A), but in two

instances, N598C (Figure 2A) and A635C, it increased electric field and do not necessarily correspond to any
physical distance. Their absolute magnitude can alsothem. In most cases, modification was completely irre-

versible. For certain mutant channels, we observed a be influenced by remote electrostatic and structural fac-
tors. We therefore measured the voltage dependencereversible component that was faster and smaller in

magnitude (�20%) than the irreversible component. We of the rate of reactivity of the neutral MTS reagent MMTS
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Figure 2. Modification Rate of Exposed Cysteines in the Presence of Glutamate
(A) Whole-cell currents recorded from Xenopus oocytes expressing NR1(F536C)-NR2C, NR1(N598C)-NR2C, NR1(T630C)-NR2C, or NR1(N794C)-
NR2C. Currents were elicited by a 120 s application of glutamate (thin lines) at a holding potential (Vh) of �60 mV. MTS reagents (thick lines)
were applied continuously for �80 s. Changes in current amplitudes during the MTS application are fitted by a single exponential function
(thicker line in current plot) with time constants of 23.7 s for F536C, 26.8 s for N598C, 17.3 s for T630C, and 15.0 s for N794C.
(B) Apparent second-order rate constants, k, for chemical modification of substituted cysteines in the presence of glutamate. These constants
were derived using Equation 2 and are shown as circles for MTSEA and squares for MTSET. SEM values are smaller than the symbol size
(n � 3). All of the cysteine-substitutions, except for N593C, were present in NR1, which was coexpressed with wild-type NR2C. NR2C(N593C)
was coexpressed with wild-type NR1.

with V626. These rates were voltage independent (z� � of time (60 s) and may have missed differences in state-
dependent accessibility. We therefore measured the modi-�0.07 � 0.03), suggesting that most of the voltage depen-

dence for MTSEA at this position arises from a direct fication rate for cysteine-substituted channels in the ab-
sence of glutamate (Figure 5).interaction between the reagent’s charge and the trans-

membrane electric field. This result, along with the consis- Figure 5A illustrates our protocol to measure modifica-
tion rates in the absence of glutamate. MTS reagents (solidtent overall pattern of voltage dependence, suggests that

z� represents an approximate index of the relative posi- bars) were applied in the presence of the competitive
NMDAR antagonist, APV (open boxes). Glutamate-acti-tioning of exposed residues. Thus, since most of the volt-

age drop occurs across M3, this segment forms the deep vated current amplitudes, when plotted as a function of
the cumulative time of MTS exposure (Figure 5B), give thecore of the extracellular vestibule with the deepest posi-

tions V626 and T630 located near the N sites. L544 in time course of modification. We used the time constant
of the fitted exponential to these plots to define the appar-preM1 experiences less of the electric field and accord-

ingly may be located somewhat more superficially. All ent rate constant for modification in the absence of gluta-
mate, kAPV (Equation 2). Figure 5C shows the kAPV valuesother domains are positioned even more externally, being

located outside the transmembrane electric field. (open symbols), in superposition with the k values in the
presence of glutamate (closed symbols), with the ratio of
these rate constants, k/kAPV, summarized in Figure 5D. TheState-Dependent Changes in the Modification Rate

of Exposed Cysteines k/kAPV ratio is underestimated for the N sites (cut bars).
Many positions showed more than a 10-fold differenceIn the absence of glutamate, exposed cysteines in the

extracellular vestibule are also accessible to MTSEA (Beck between reaction rates in the presence and absence of
glutamate, including positions located deep in the electricet al., 1999), suggesting that they are on the extracellular

side of the activation gate. MTSEA is the smallest posi- field: N593, N598, V626, and T630. However, a strong state
dependency was also observed for F540 and L544 in M1,tively charged MTS reagent and can exist in a nonionized

form (see Karlin and Akabas, 1998). Figure 4 shows the A635 and L639 in M3, and N794 in M4. Intermixed with
these positions in M3 were several positions that showedaccessibility of exposed residues in the extracellular vesti-

bule to the much larger and permanently charged PTrEA, much less state dependence (e.g., N632 and F636). This
reduced state dependency, however, was not due toeither in the presence (left panel) or absence (right panel)

of glutamate. As for MTSEA, all of the positions were MTSEA accessing these positions via the lipid phase since
a comparable or smaller ratio was found when the perma-accessible in the absence of glutamate, even those pre-

sumably positioned deep in the pore, including V626 and nently charged MTSET was used as the test reagent
(squares, Figure 5C).T630 in M3. Still, these experiments were carried out using

high concentrations of reagents (2 mM) for long periods The slower modification rates in the absence of gluta-
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Figure 3. Voltage Dependence of the Modification Rate in the Presence of Glutamate
(A) Current traces show MTSEA-induced inhibition of V626C and potentiation of A635C at different membrane voltages (�120, �90, �60,
and �30 mV). The protocol is the same as that in Figure 2A. Currents are normalized and fitted by a single exponential function with time
constants, at �120, �90, �60, and �30 mV, of: 5.7 s, 11.8 s, 33.3 s, and 67.9 s for V626C; and 20.3 s, 17.9 s, 17.9 s, and 18.3 s for A635C.
(B) Modification rate as a function of the holding potential, Vh. The straight lines through the points are fits with Equation 4. Their slopes give
z�: 0.71 � 0.01 for V626C and �0.01 � 0.02 for A635C.
(C) Mean z� estimated using the method described in (B). Recordings were made from 3 to 13 cells at each voltage.

mate for positions within all three pore-forming regions ever, reaction rates in the presence of glutamate using a
pulsive protocol, as in Figure 5A but with MTSEA appliedsuggest that with channel closure, they become less reac-

tive, which we interpret as meaning they are less accessi- during the glutamate application, were indistinguishable
from those derived using the continuous protocol in Figureble. The state-dependent modification rates could reflect

that we applied MTS reagents differently (continuous ver- 2A (1420 � 90 M�1s�1 for V626C, 130 � 10 M�1s�1 for
N632C, and 35700 � 400 M�1s�1 for L639C using thesus pulsive protocols) to derive the rate constants. How-

Figure 4. Accessibility of Exposed Cysteines
to PTrEA

Mean percent change in current amplitudes
measured before (Ipre) and after (Ipost) exposure
to PTrEA (2 mM) either in the presence (left
panel) or in the absence (right panel) of gluta-
mate. Accessibility was measured using
steady-state reactions (see Experimental Pro-
cedures). Left and right pointing bars indicate
inhibition and potentiation, respectively (n �

4). Filled bars indicate a statistical difference
between Ipost and Ipre. For N598C in the pres-
ence of glutamate, PTrEA produced both a
potentiating and an inhibiting effect on cur-
rent amplitudes, producing no net change in
Ipost. Cut bar for A635C indicates that currents
were potentiated by more than 100%.
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Figure 5. Modification Rate of Exposed Cys-
teines in the Absence of Glutamate
(A) Pulsive protocol to assay modification
rates in the absence of glutamate. The exam-
ple shows NR1(L639C)-NR2C. Vh was �60
mV. 1 min after a 15 s test glutamate applica-
tion (thin line), APV (100 	M, open box) was
applied for 1.5 min. The MTSEA application
(4 	M, closed box, 1 min) was started 15 s
after the beginning and finished 15 s before
the end of the APV exposure. After APV, the
cell was washed for 1.25 min before the next
test glutamate application. The application
of APV as well as NMDAR channel blockers
(Figures 6–7) reduced leak currents in oo-
cytes injected with wild-type and all mutant
channels but not in noninjected oocytes. In
all instances, this non-glutamate-activated
component was �10% as large as the gluta-
mate-activated component and did not affect
the quantification of the rate constants.
(B) Normalized glutamate-activated current
amplitudes as a function of cumulative time
of exposure. Points represent the average of
five cells. Data are fitted by a single exponen-
tial function (
 � 166 s).
(C) Second-order rate constants for modifica-
tion of cysteines in the absence (kAPV, open
symbols) or in the presence (k from Figure
2B, solid symbols) of glutamate. Rate con-
stants are for MTSEA (circles), MTSET
(squares), or Ag� (diamonds). Reaction rates
for N593C and N598C in the absence of gluta-
mate (crossed squares) could not be deter-
mined properly because they required high
concentrations of MTSET (�2 mM), which
had nonspecific effects on membrane cur-
rents. These rates were not faster than 1
M�1s�1 but were assigned this value. SEM are
smaller than the symbol size (n � 4).

(D) Ratio of the rate constants measured in the presence or absence of glutamate, k/kAPV, for MTSET (N593 and N598) and MTSEA (all other
positions). Cut bars indicate that k/kAPV for N593C and N598C is greater than 74 and 57, respectively.

pulsive protocol compared to 1600 � 110 M�1s�1, 160 � open probability in the absence of glutamate, and strongly
support the idea that the activation gate is located deeper20 M�1s�1, and 42000 � 6000 M�1s�1, respectively, using

the continuous protocol). Further, the degree of current in the pore than position V626.
inhibition (Ipost/Ipre) in the absence of glutamate for V626C
was not significantly different whether MTSEA (1 mM) was Protection of Exposed Cysteines

by Trapping Blockersapplied using a long 5 min application (0.42 � 0.06, n �
3) or five 1 min applications with 3 min intervals between To understand the mechanism of trapping block in

NMDAR channels, we studied whether exposed cysteinesthem (0.39 � 0.03, n � 3). Thus, our estimation of the
state dependence does not depend on the protocol used in the extracellular vestibule could be protected by such

blockers. For these experiments, we used amantadineto derive the rate constant.
We also used the small sulfhydryl reagent Ag� to probe (AM) since it has relatively fast blocking kinetics (Sobolev-

sky and Yelshansky, 2000), allowing us to use a pulsiveaccessibility of several positions located deep in the pore,
including V626 and T630 in M3, as well as N594 in the protocol to monitor unmodified channels. In wild-type

NR1-NR2C, the IC50 for the block by AM at �60 mV wasNR2C M2 loop (N594 is adjacent to the N site). For both
V626 and T630, the reaction rates for Ag� (200 nM) were 10.4 � 0.3 	M (n � 5). All mutant channels showed a

comparable affinity except for those containing substitu-indistinguishable in the presence and absence of gluta-
mate (diamonds, Figure 5C). In contrast, for N594 (data tions of the N sites where the block was attenuated

(N593C, 46.9 � 0.3 	M, n � 3; and N598C, 108 � 7 	M,not shown), a 5 min cumulative exposure to Ag� (200 nM)
reduced current amplitudes by 53% � 12% (n � 5) in n � 4). As shown in Figure 6A, AM (500 	M, open boxes)

blocked glutamate-activated currents completely, attenu-the presence of glutamate but was without effect in the
absence of glutamate (0% � 3%, n � 4). Such a binary- ating, like APV, some portion of the leak current. Termina-

tion of the agonist and the blocker coapplication wasgated access for N594 and the unimpeded access for
V626 and T630 rule out the possibility that the high k/kAPV followed by a transient inward tail current typical of fast

open channel blockers (e.g., Sobolevsky et al., 1999). MTSvalues for MTSEA reactivity with V626 and T630 (210 and
510, respectively) arise because of a nonzero channel reagents were applied in the presence of AM under which
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Figure 6. Protection of Exposed Cysteines
by Trapping Blockers
(A) Protocol to assay the protection of ex-
posed cysteines by amantadine (AM). The ex-
ample shows NR1(F540C)-NR2C. After a 15
s test glutamate application (thin line), AM
(500 	M, open box), and glutamate were
coapplied for 1.5 min. The MTSEA application
(0.2 	M, closed box, 1 min) started 15 s after
the beginning and finished 15 s before the
end of the AM application. After AM, the cell
was washed for 1.25 min before the next test
glutamate application.
(B) Ratio of the rate constants measured in
the absence or presence of AM, k/kAM, all in
the presence of glutamate. kAM (n � 4) was
quantified similar to kAPV (Figure 5).
(C) Protocol to assay the protection of ex-
posed cysteines by memantine (MEM)
trapped in the channel. The example shows
NR1(V626C)-NR2C. Glutamate (thin lines, 15
s) was applied either before (Ipre) or after (Ipost)
MTSEA (5 mM, closed box, 1 min). In the test
recording (lower trace), glutamate and MEM
(200 	M, open box) were coapplied for 45 s,
after which MEM was applied alone for 30 s.
The cell was then washed for 30 s before the
MTSEA application. After MTSEA removal,
the cell was washed for 1.25 min before the
test glutamate application. At the high con-
centration of 5 mM, MTSEA induced revers-
ible changes in the baseline current. Similar
changes occurred with noninjected oocytes.

We also carried out the above experiments applying MTSEA in the continuous presence of APV (as in Figure 5A). The results in the presence
and absence of APV were indistinguishable.
(D) Ratio of the change in current amplitudes in MEM, (Ipost/Ipre)MEM, relative to the control, (Ipost/Ipre)Control (n � 4). Concentrations of MTSEA were
selected to generate 50%–90% of the maximal effects after a 1 min exposure (based on the rates in Figure 5C) and were 10 	M (F540C),
5 mM (V626C), 2 mM (N632C), 500 	M (A635C), 20 	M (L639C), or 10 	M (N794C). Only for V626C was (Ipost/Ipre)MEM significantly larger than
(Ipost/Ipre)Control.

conditions we derived the rate constant kAM. Figure 6B ence of glutamate, AM protects positions both deep in
the pore, around the N sites, as well as those locatedshows the ratio k/kAM.

The largest decrease in reactivity occurred for positions more externally. To identify where trapping occurs, we
applied MTSEA, in the absence of glutamate, to channelsV626 and T630, but even for these positions, the protecting

effect of AM was relatively small, presumably reflecting that presumably contained a trapped blocking molecule
(Figures 6C and 6D). AM, like other adamantane deriva-the fast unblocking kinetics of AM. A smaller decrease

was observed for positions N593 and N598. However, the tives, are not perfectly trapped, showing a slow unblocking
in the closed state (Blanpied et al., 1997; Sobolevsky etattenuated block in these channels by AM suggests that

the N sites interact with AM and accounts for the reduced al., 1998). To maximize the number of closed channels
still containing a blocker before the MTSEA application,protecting action of AM. The action of all trapping blockers,

including AM, is strongly voltage dependent (e.g., Huettner we used memantine (MEM) as the test blocker. MEM is
another adamantine derivative that has the same mecha-and Bean, 1988; Blanpied et al., 1997). Thus, these four

positions—the N sites, and V626 and T630 in M3 that nism of block as AM but a much slower unblocking rate
(Blanpied et al., 1997; Sobolevsky et al., 1998; Sobolevskyshow the strongest voltage-dependent reactivity (Figure

3C)—define the deepest site for trapping blockers in and Yelshansky, 2000). These experiments were carried
out for one representative of the four deep positions (V626)NMDAR channels.

Along with these four positions, AM protected other as well as more external positions, including those appar-
ently protected by AM in open NMDAR channels.positions as well (Figure 6B), notably A635 in M3 and N794

in M4. A second, voltage-independent blocking site for Figure 6C illustrates the experimental protocol. In the
control recording (upper trace), current amplitudes follow-aminoadamantane derivatives, including AM, exists in

open NMDAR channels (Sobolevsky and Koshelev, 1998). ing the MTSEA application in the absence of glutamate
were only 10% of those before application. In the testSince A635 and N794 show voltage-independent accessi-

bility (Figure 3), they may contribute to this additional recording (lower trace), MEM (open box) was applied in the
presence of glutamate and then glutamate was removed.blocking site.
Many of the channels therefore were closed with MEM
trapped in them. Glutamate-induced currents followingTrapping Block Occurs Only Deep in the Pore

The defining feature of trapping blockers is that they are the MTSEA application were again reduced in amplitude,
but the relative degree of reduction was much less. To“trapped” in the closed state of the channel. In the pres-
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compare current reductions in the presence and absence
of MEM, we quantified the ratio of the current amplitudes
before and after the MTSEA application in the control,
(Ipost/Ipre)Control, and in the test, (Ipost/Ipre)MEM, conditions (Figure
6D). (Ipost/Ipre)MEM was significantly greater than (Ipost/Ipre)Control

only for position V626, indicating that this position was
protected from reaction with MTSEA and strongly support-
ing the idea that trapping block occurs deep in the extra-
cellular vestibule.

Protection of Exposed Cysteines
by 9-Aminoacridine
Sequential or “foot-in-the-door” blockers are another ex-
ample of open channel blockers (Yeh and Armstrong,
1978). They differ from trapping blockers in that the chan-
nel cannot close when occupied by the blocker presum-
ably because of their large size (Antonov et al., 1998;
Sobolevsky et al., 1999). We took advantage of one such
blocker, 9-aminoacridine (9-AA) (Benveniste and Mayer,
1995; Sobolevsky, 1999), as an additional probe to study
the location of blocking sites and the conformational
changes associated with channel gating (Figure 7).

Figure 7A illustrates the protocol we used to assay the
modification rate in 9-AA. Here, MTS reagents were ap-
plied in the presence of 9-AA but in the absence of gluta-
mate. Figure 7B compares the modification rate obtained
in 9-AA, k9-AA, to that obtained in glutamate, k. We used
k as the reference since channels blocked by 9-AA are
presumably locked in the open state. A greater than 10-
fold decrease in the modification rate was observed for
only four positions, N593, N598, V626, and T630. These
same positions are also most strongly protected by AM,

Figure 7. Protection of Exposed Cysteines by 9-Aminoacridineindicating that the deep blocking site for trapping blockers
(A) Pulsive protocol to assay the protection of exposed cysteinesand 9-AA coincide. The small protection seen at more
by 9-aminoacridine (9-AA). The example shows NR1(F636C)-NR2C.

external positions (e.g., F536, F540, and N794) could re- After a 15 s test glutamate application (thin line), glutamate and
flect an additional blocking site for 9-AA as suggested 9-AA (200 	M, open boxes) were coapplied for 15 s. Glutamate was
previously by the analysis of 9-AA blocking kinetics (Sobo- then removed, and 1 min later, MTSEA (closed box, 1 min) was

applied in the continuous presence of 9-AA. After MTSEA removal,levsky, 1999; see also Costa and Albuquerque, 1994). Ad-
the cell was bathed an additional 15 s in 9-AA and then was washedditionally, more than a 10-fold increase in k9-AA, as com-
for 1.25 min before the next test glutamate application.pared to k, occurred for positions L633 and A635 in M3,
(B) Ratio of the rate constants measured in the presence of gluta-suggesting that 9-AA increases the exposure of these
mate, k, to those in the presence of 9-AA, k9-AA (n � 4). Cut bar

positions beyond simply locking them in the open state. indicates that k/k9-AA for N598C is � 57.

Discussion
elements forming the extracellular vestibule as contributed
by the NR1 subunit remain water accessible in the closedThe interpretation of our results is limited by the assump-
state. Indeed, positions deep in the transmembrane elec-tions of the SCAM. Of particular concern is the assumption
tric field—the N sites (N598 and N593) and V626 and T630that the cysteine substitution itself does not alter signifi-
in M3—are accessible in the closed state to the large-cantly the structure of the protein. This assumption, while
sized MTS reagent, PTrEA, with a size-limiting diameterdifficult to completely rule out, is supported by the findings
of �8 Å (Figure 4). Further, the access of Ag�, which hasthat mutant channels were comparable to wild-type in
a size comparable to that of Na�, is unimpeded for V626terms of current amplitudes and EC50 for glutamate (data
and T630 in the closed state (Figure 5C), supporting thenot shown) and, except for the N site substitutions, open
idea that no occlusion barrier for permeant ions existschannel block. We also assume that MTS reagents react
between the extracellular solution and these positions.predominantly with exposed cysteines via the water inter-
Finally, V626 and T630 do show state-dependent changesface. As our test reagent, we typically used MTSEA, which
in the rate of modification for MTSEA, reacting about 210can exist in a nonionized form. However, in complimentary
and 510 times slower, respectively, in the absence ratherexperiments, we also used the permanently charged re-
than in the presence of glutamate. This relative difference,agents Ag�, MTSET, and PTrEA, and their outcome was
however, is small compared to that in voltage-dependentconsistent with those using MTSEA.
K� channels where positions with gated access have mod-
ification rates in the closed state up to 50,000 times slowerLocation of the Activation Gate in NMDAR Channels
than in the open state (Liu et al., 1997). Thus, the activationIn the closed state, the activation gate occludes the water-

filled pore, preventing ion fluxes. Our results indicate that gate in NMDAR channels is located deep in the pore,
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at the level of the N sites or deeper and presumably is cellular vestibule alter the properties of the deep binding
site, inducing it to have a much higher affinity for blockersassociated with conformational changes in the M2 loop.

As we argue below, the state-dependent decreases in in the closed than in the open state. However, given the
diverse chemical nature of trapping blockers, such anreactivity we do see for extracellular vestibule positions,

while not representing the activation gate, do represent increased affinity must arise via an electrostatic action,
yet the reactivity of the positively charged MTSEA waskey conformational changes coupling ligand binding to

activation gate opening. reduced in the closed state for all deep positions (Figure
5). In addition, the same binding site would have to showGluR channels and members of the voltage-gated family

of ion channels (e.g., K� and cyclic nucleotide-gated the exact opposite affinity profile for the sequential blocker
9-AA, which keeps channels in the open state. An alterna-[CNG]) share a similar, albeit inverted, architecture (Wo

and Oswald, 1994; Chen et al., 1999). In K� channels, the tive explanation for trapping block is that with channel
closure, the pore walls of the extracellular vestibule con-activation gate is located at the intracellular end of the

channel and is separated from the tip of the P loop by a strict. In this constricting model (Figures 8A and 8B), the
narrowing of the water-filled pore in the extracellular vesti-large cavity (see Yellen, 1998). On the other hand, the

activation gate in CNG channels is formed by the P loop bule is sufficient to trap moderately sized blockers (i.e.,
trapping blockers) but does not occlude ion fluxes with(Sun et al., 1996; Liu and Siegelbaum, 2000), as presum-

ably does the corresponding structure, the M2 loop, in channel closure. This model would account for the consis-
tent decrease in reactivity for exposed positions in theNMDAR channels. Hence, CNG and NMDAR channels

may share comparable gating mechanisms, at least in closed state (Figure 5) and explain how the larger-sized
9-AA, by occluding this constricting process, would pre-terms of the location of the activation gate. Alternatively,

activation gating in the M2 loop could be mechanistically vent channel closure.
Where does constricting of the extracellular vestibulerelated to C-type inactivation in K� channels that also

involves conformational changes in the P loop (Liu et al., occur? At minimum, the pore walls constrict around the
deep blocking site since V626 and T630 show the greatest1996).
relative decrease in reactivity in the closed state (Figure
5D), and 9-AA, which occupies this site, prevents channelConstriction of the Extracellular Vestibule Pore
closure (Figure 7B). Constricting may also occur moreWalls during Gating Underlies Trapping Block
superficially, at least up to position A635 in the M3 segmentAlthough positions within the extracellular vestibule do
where the absolute reactivity in the closed state wasnot form the activation gate, many of them showed a
slowed to �102 M�1s�1 (Figure 5C). L544 in preM1, whichsignificant decrease in reactivity in the closed state (Figure
also showed a voltage-dependent accessibility like the5). These slower rates could reflect that, upon channel
positions in M3, had a similar reduced absolute reactivity inclosure, the electrostatic potential in the extracellular vesti-
the closed state. Consistent with the idea that the vestibulebule is reduced (e.g., Pascual and Karlin, 1998). However,
also constricts at more external locations is the findingpositions with voltage-independent accessibility showed
that IEM-1857 and tetrapentylammonium (TPentA), whichsignificant state-dependent changes in reactivity (F540,
like 9-AA act as sequential blockers, occlude the pore atA635, L639, and N794), and, for positions with voltage-
more superficial sites than 9-AA and trapping blockersdependent access, some showed only small decreases
(Antonov et al., 1998; Sobolevsky et al., 1999). Thus, ain reactivity (N632 and L633), and they were intertwined
significant part of the pore walls in the extracellular vesti-between positions that showed much stronger decreases.
bule—especially that contributed by the M3 segment—Thus, the state-dependent changes in reactivity cannot
constrict in a concerted fashion during the process ofbe due solely to changes in the electrostatic potential
channel closure, and restrictions placed on this movementfollowing gate closure and must therefore reflect direct
in different parts of the pore prevent the entire process.conformational changes concomitant with gating.

The sequential blocker 9-AA, occupying the deepPositions deep in the pore, the N sites and V626 and
blocking site near V626 and T630 in M3, prevents theT630 in M3, are protected by trapping blockers and the
extracellular vestibule from constricting. It also has twosequential blocker 9-AA (Figures 6 and 7). These deep
other significant actions; first, it increases the accessibilitypositions therefore define the main blocking site for these
of L633 and A635 (Figure 7B), reflecting that 9-AA eithercompounds, a result supported by the strong voltage de-
expands the pore making access to these positions easierpendence of their action (Costa and Albuquerque, 1994;
or increases NMDAR channel open probability. Second,Blanpied et al., 1997; Sobolevsky et al., 1998). In the ab-
9-AA prevents the agonists glutamate and glycine fromsence of glutamate, however, these same positions are
leaving their binding sites (Benveniste and Mayer, 1995).accessible to externally applied Ag� and MTS reagents.
Thus, the multifaceted effects of 9-AA provide direct evi-Thus, the deep blocking site is external to the activation
dence for a causal relationship between agonist binding,gate, indicating that in NMDAR channels trapping block
gating-related movements of the M3 segment, and activa-does not arise via the blocker being trapped behind the
tion gate opening.activation gate. Consistent with this result is the finding

that AM and MEM are imperfectly trapped, entering and
leaving their deep blocking site via the same hydrophilic Structural and Functional Properties

of the Extracellular Vestibulepathway both in the presence and absence of glutamate,
though much slower in the latter case (Sobolevsky et al., The M3 segment contains the most highly conserved re-

gion, the SYTANLAAF motif, found in vertebrate GluRs1998).
What is the mechanism underlying trapping block? One (Beck et al., 1999). This motif also contains the Lurcher

site, a position involved in controlling the gating propertiespossibility is that the conformational changes in the extra-
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Figure 8. Model of NMDAR Channel during Gating and Block
(A) NMDAR channel in the open state. White lines on the black background of the channel protein indicate: (1) the M2 loop lining the intracellular
vestibule with the tips of the loop forming the narrow constriction near the N site asparagines; (2) the M3 segment lining the deep part of the
extracellular vestibule, where the voltage drop and binding of blockers occur; and (3) preM1, M4, and the region C-terminal to M3 forming
the shallow part of the extracellular vestibule.
(B) The channel in the closed state with MEM trapped inside. Circled “�” indicates the charged amino group of the blocker. Gray regions
symbolize those parts of the channel protein that move during channel gating, making the pore narrower with channel closure. In the closed
state, these parts form the gate for permeant ions at the level of the N sites or deeper, and prevent trapped blockers from leaving the
extracellular vestibule.
(C) The channel held in the open state by 9-AA. In the open state, 9-AA occupies the deep blocking site located close to the narrow constriction.
In contrast to MEM (B), the large size of 9-AA prevents gating-related constricting in this region and, therefore, does not allow the activation
gate to close.

of GluRs (Kohda et al., 2000) and determinants of Ca2� pore walls as contributed by M3 could directly lead to a
constricting of the M2 loops. Occlusion of ion fluxes wouldinflux in NMDAR channels, though the latter are mainly

determined by regions C-terminal to M3 (J. Watanabe therefore occur at the tip of the M2 loops because of the
smaller diameter of the pore formed by this region (thatet al., submitted). Our results—by showing that the M3

segment forms the deep core of the extracellular vestibule is, the channel’s narrow constriction) in the open state.
including binding sites for open channel blockers—further

Experimental Proceduresextend the structural and functional significance of M3 in
GluR channels.

Heterologous Expression
The more shallow part of the extracellular vestibule is All experiments were performed with previously described expres-

formed by preM1, the M4 segment and regions located sion constructs for wild-type and mutant NMDAR subunits (Kuner
et al., 1996; Beck et al., 1999). NR1 mutants were coexpressed withC-terminal to M3 (Figure 8A). The finding that preM1 is
wild-type NR2C or vice versa in Xenopus laevis oocytes. Oocyteslocated extracellularly suggests that the M1 segment itself
were prepared as described (Wollmuth et al., 1996) and were main-is a membrane-spanning domain, buried in the protein
tained in a nutrient OR-3 medium, containing 50% L-15, 50 	g/mland possibly in contact with the lipid bilayer. Much of the
penicillin-streptomycin, 5 mM glutamine, and 15 mM Na-HEPES (pH

M4 segment, except for the very N-terminal part, presum- 7.2, NaOH) (all GIBCO-BRL, Grand Island, NY). cRNA was tran-
ably has a similar arrangement. scribed and capped for each expression construct using SP6 RNA

polymerase (Ambion Inc., Austin, TX) and examined electrophoreti-The common blocking site for trapping blockers and
cally on a denaturating agarose gel. RNA concentrations were deter-9-AA and their different effects on channel gating provide
mined by ethidium bromide stain of the gel relative to an RNA molec-insights into the size of the extracellular vestibule in the
ular weight marker. Dilutions of RNA (0.01–0.1 	g/	l) were preparedvicinity of the deep blocking site. At negative membrane
in order to achieve optimal expression. Oocytes were injected with

potentials, the single positive charge the blockers possess 50 nl of RNA solution using a Nanoject II injector (Drummond Corp.,
will be preferentially oriented toward the intracellular vesti- Broomall, PA). Recordings were made 2–5 days after injections.
bule. In the blocked state then, the critical dimension of

Current Recordings and Data Analysisthese molecules is that perpendicular to the axis of sym-
Whole-cell currents of Xenopus oocytes were recorded at roommetry going through the charged moiety, with MEM, the
temperature (20�C–23�C) using two-electrode voltage clamp (DA-larger of the two trapping blockers, and 9-AA having per-
GAN TEVA-200A, DAGAN Corp., Minneapolis, MN) with PULSE soft-

pendicular dimensions of approximately 8 Å and 11–12 Å, ware (WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR). Microelectrodes were
respectively (Figures 8B and 8C). Therefore, the diameter filled with 3 mM KCl and had resistances of 1–4 M�. To minimize

solution exchange rates, we used a narrow flow-through recordingof the deep blocking site in the open state should be at
chamber with a small volume of �70 	l.least 11–12 Å to accommodate 9-AA. In the closed state,

The external solution consisted of 115 mM NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl,this same region should be smaller than this dimension
0.18 mM CaCl2, and 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.2, NaOH). When Ag� wasbut larger than 8 Å (the size of MEM and the head group
the test reagent, the solution was the same except that NO3

� salts
of PTrEA). The channel’s narrow constriction, having a were used. All agonists, reagents, and blockers were applied with
diameter of approximately 5–6 Å and formed at the tip of the bath solution. The concentration of glutamate and glycine was

200 	M and 10 	M, respectively. Glycine was added to all solutionsthe M2 loop (Wollmuth et al., 1996; Kuner et al., 1996),
except for those containing DL-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acidapparently lies adjacent to V626 in M3.
(APV).The M3 segment is a link coupling ligand binding to

Curve fitting was done using Igor Pro (WaveMetrics, Inc.) andactivation gate opening, presumably in the M2 loop. How
Microcal Origin 4.1 (Northampton, MA). Results are presented as

the movement in M3 induces conformational changes in mean � SEM. An ANOVA or a Student’s t test was used to test
the M2 loop is unknown, but they could arise indirectly for statistical differences. The Tukey test was used for multiple

comparisons. Significance was assumed if p � 0.05.via the M2-M3 linker. Alternatively, the constricting of the
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Chemical Modification where A is � (RT/F)Lnk0, and fitted Equation 4 to plots of � (RT/
F)Lnk against Vh.NMDAR cysteine-substituted mutant channels were probed from

the extracellular side of the membrane with methanethiosulfonate
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